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Next Run No: 1658
Date: 7th May 2012
Start: Outside of St Andrew’s School, Buckland Monachorum
On Down: Drake Manor, Buckland Monachorum
Hares: Ernie, Nine Inch and Amy Trower
Scribe: DoDo
Dearest Cheddar. We are so sorry. We are sorrier than a sorry thing on a sorry day for screwing up
a brilliantly laid hash. Personally I blame Skylark, Dribbler and Up & Under who, without any
shame whatsoever, confessed to making it up rather than look for the copious and superbly placed
dust. Turbo Tom and Virgin Jack seem to have been bullied into going off piste but Stephanie (7
times runner without a hash name) did her best to find the trail. It seems that Minnie, Pimp,
Gnashers and her dragon were the only ones to keep to the fantastically ingenious trail but it took
them so long that everyone thought they had got eaten up by the Beast of Princetown aka the
Landlord of the Prince of Wales pub. In a brilliant example of “stating-the-bleedin’-obvious” 9
inch said that it was “very cold and very wet”. Y’ don’t say! Hob Nob agreed but was shivering in
his t-shirt and shorts far too much to talk. However, Immaculate Mike, who hails from the cold
side of Ireland, reckoned that it was a little humid and took off a layer so as not to get sweaty. Von
Trapp waxed lyrical about a chap who had bred some turkeys but instead of fattening them for the
Christmas table had decided to be their mummy. Oh how I enjoyed hearing him go on, and on and
on and on...... (yawn). Take my advice, if you want to keep your sanity don’t mention Turkeys
within earshot of Von Trapp.
Back at the pub we nearly missed out on the Hash Hush due to our esteemed GM going off in the
opposite direction to the Prince of Wales. She obviously wanted to eat something other than chips.
Each week I look forward with great excitement to see the next decoration on Luffly’s bra. This
time it was adorned with lifeboat flags, or was it the flag of St. George? I also noticed that the GM
now only requires 2 glasses of Dutch courage instead of the original 4 before standing on the chair
to call the rabble to order.
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Virgin Jack was introduced and what a lovely chap he is. When I asked him to tell me one thing
about himself that would be of interest to other hashers, he said that his ambition is to swim naked
with dolphins. Happy birthday was sung to two hashers. One was Krakow (the most delicious
person I know). Sorry, but did not catch the 2nd (it was 9 inch). Dog Catcher received a
personalised plate for having hashed 700 times . He ran most without a torch, some without a shoe,
and all without a sense of direction. Congratulations to Wobbly Knob for completing the London
Marathon 28 seconds inside his target of 3 hours some 30 seconds behind James Cracknell.
Obviously Wobbly Knob fancies the Olympic rower as much as I do. WK was very disappointed
though. He heard that back in the day when the event was sponsored by Mars all finishers were
given a Mars bar to take home. Now that it is sponsored by Virgin, he was expecting to take home a
.... (No, not a train!) I spotted two members of the brat pack swigging a HOT BEVERAGE. What
is the world coming to when the young drink tea in favour of binge drinking on tequila shots ?
Come Forward you need to take some drinking lessons from Pimp and your friend Jenny could well
be hash- named Cuppa, or Teetotaller or Tea Bag or something equally as boring.

FORTHCOMING EVENTS....

Hash Jubilee Party...Monday 4th June...Fun and frivolics at
Harragrove Lodge, Milton Abbot - Price - £5
Tea party, camping overnight, treasure hunt, hash, barbeque, breakfast
Pitch tents from 12.00 noon onwards
Treasure hunt 4.00pm
Tea party 5.00pm
Hash 7.30pm
Barbeque 8.30pm sausages and bread rolls provided
Beer £1 per pint

See Scrotey for tickets.

22nd – Sun 24th June 2012...River Dart Family Camping Weekend
See Glanni or Biff for tickets.
********************************************************************

Lundy Island Hash House Harriers
25th Anniversary Weekend
24th – 27th August 2012
[August Bank Holiday Weekend]
Camping at Bideford Rugby club, a subsidised bar (as long as the cash holds out), Saturday breakfast, North East Rural Devon H3 trail, Evening buffet and disco. Sunday ferry to
Lundy and a great anniversary run (with some virgin territory en-route).

Prices: £75.00 until 30th April; £80.00 until 30th June; then £85.00

See any Committee Member for tickets/info.

And finally.... Lying in bed on Sunday morning Luscious says to Whinge “ when I lie on my back
my tummy looks really flat. Whinge responds with “ yeah but it also looks 4 foot wide”!
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YOUR GUIDE TO TVH3 COMMITTEE – 2012

GRAND MATRESS – LUFFLY
Bearer of the Bountiful Bra. Luffly confided in me that whilst leader of the hash she intends to
arrange at least one event every month, stop the practice of giving out trophies, put the run fee up to
£2.00 and, shock horror, have water instead of beer at the bucket!!

JOINT MASTER (1) – SCROTUM THE FACTOTUM – AKA SCROTEY
The job of a Joint Master is to brown-nose the GM. Scrotey loves DIY and will hope to impress
Luffly with some enormous erections over the next 12 months. If you are new to the hash and need to
identify him, look not at his face, but at his legs – they are the most bowed legs in TVH3.

JOINT MASTER (2) – DOG CATCHER
He is the one shadowing you on the dark nights due to never having his own torch. Often brings his
offspring to the run who play the role of responsible adults, ensuring that he does not get lost.
Dogcatcher hashed in Saudi in the 80s and makes stained glass windows for tunnels.

SCRIBE MASTER –BUMSEN BURNER
The scribe master must ensure that the Words are produced each week. Full of enthusiasm for his new
role, he appears to be allocating scribe duties to at least two hashers each week. He is one of the two
Committee members that will be approaching you with a clip board/note pad in hand. Unless you
enjoy telling lies and spreading gossip, avoid him like the plague. He describes himself as “not very
bright, but can’t half lift heavy loads”.
HARE MASTER – MAYHEM
This is the other Committee member from whom you should hide. Unless you want to spend two days
planning a run, one day setting the run and three hours in the pub listening to the complaints of the
short-cutting bastards who ruined your hash by ignoring the dust. Mayhem is an ace mountain biker
and is a thoroughly nice person, despite being daughter of Debacle.

HASHERDABBER – PENNY FARTING

This involves buying beer for the bucket and procuring hash T-shirts & other paraphanalia. A Cling-on
with great strength to weight ratio, which is enhanced by him having a big willy . I was told this by
Hornblower. Has only been hashing 6 months, but being a rubber engineer (ooh-er-missus) will fit in
nicely.
HASH HORN – HORNBLOWER
See what they did there?! Many hashers have been herded to safety by following the sound of the
hash horn through thick fog. Hornblower can be found at the back of the pub avidly practicing
his blowing technique. Yet another Cling-on. He hangs around with a small pianist and loves to
watch people pee.
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CHAMBER POT (1) – DO DO
The Chamber Pots run from mid-year to mid-year and therefore sit on two different Committees.
Chosen for their maturity and hashing experience they bring continuity and wisdom to the
proceedings. Don’t know why they chose Do Do. The most interesting fact about Do Do is that he
lives in Glanni’s ex-girlfriends old house.
CHAMBER POT (2) – GNASHERS
Gnashers is wise and does bring continuity but refuses to mature and enjoys a good laugh. One
prank led the hash to be banned for life from the Plume of Doom!

ON SEC – PLAIN JANE

On Sec is the hardest job of all. Plain Jane will need to keep records of all members, all runs and try
to make sense of the mess made by the previous On Secs. Everyone does it their way and no-one
else can understand it. Plain Jane has the loveliest smile in the hash and cooks Beouf-en-croute to die
for.

HASH CASH – NIPPLE DEEP

Hash Cash is the banker. Nipple Deep says is will use the money pay the milkman and for his
daughter Rachel’s dinner money, and that he will be sure to pay it back by the end of the year. He
is a civil servant, but if I tell you what his actual job is I will have to kill you.

HASH FLASH – DINGLEBERRY

This does not require displaying naughty bits, although I believe that Dingleberry can and will do this
for a small fee. Be nice to him as he is the one with the camera. He has just had his 18 th birthday and is
a Cling-on instructor. He is definitely a designer victim and in his own words “cool for the ladies”.

CROSS DRESSER – SPIKE

WTF?
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